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2.0 Study Rationale 

Using radio telemetry, SVSFE technicians monitored the spatial variation of 5 

walleye in the Swan River from October 3rd 2011, through August 22nd, 2013. With 

regards to this sample population and relevant spatial data, technicians aimed 

to understand walleye residency areas, survival, and seasonal movements 

emphasising on the spring spawn. Also with this data, another focus was to 

determine whether these habitats are compromised in any way by human or natural 

barriers; focusing on two specifically. The first was aimed to understand if 

spawning walleye utilize the recently constructed fishway at the Honoway Ford 

Crossing located 9 kilometers north east of town. The second, was to better 

understand movement through the Golf Course Ford Crossing which is located 

approximately 4 kilometres southwest of The Town of Swan River.  

 

Objectives - With this relevant information technicians could determine 

proactive management techniques, including potential mitigation, changes in 

regulation, and habitat enhancement if required.   

Figure 1: SVSFE Technician Tracking Walleye on the Swan River 
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3.0 Background Information 

This would not be the first time telemetry studies have been conducted on walleye 

in the Swan River. This first, which was initiated as a cooperative project 

between Fisheries Branch and SVSFE transpired in 1994 and 1995. The second 

occurred during 2009 and 2010 conducted by SVSFE; the Fisheries Enhancement Fund 

had funded each of these studies. 

 

The 1994 study sample included nine walleye, which were tagged during August and 

September 1995. These nine fish were tagged in three different locations on the 

Swan River and were captured through angling as to avoid stress on the fish. 

Multiple flights transpired over the course of the study from early 1995 to late 

spring, 1995. The early flights, which resulted in “no locates” from all nine 

fish was later discovered to be due to a technical problem. On the March 8th 

flight, after the technical problem was resolved four of nine fish were located. 

Of these four fish, only one had shown significant movement upstream (Figure 2), 

two of which showed minimal movement, and the remaining never left the tagging 

location. In the flights following March 8th, there were fewer and fewer locates, 

with the last two flights locating only one fish, which remained close to its 

tagging location. The 1994 researcher, Fisheries Branch Biologist Brian Yake 

stated “I would suggest that we should be cautious about drawing too many 

conclusions from the study” (Yake, 1995). However, Yake suggested that the Swan 

River seems to have a significant resident walleye population, and these fish 

likely migrated upstream from Swan Lake to spawn, and stayed after finding 

suitable habitat and forage. Yakes did, however suggest that “further work need 

to be done in order to understand the walleye situation” (Yake, 1995). 

Figure 2: 1994/1995 Telemetry Study (Fish 44.020) 
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3.0 Background Information 

The 2009 and 2010 sample included 13 walleye which had been captured in 3 

different fishing holes using short set gill nets in September and October 2009 

(Figure 3, 4). During the winter, locating the fish was executed primarily by 

snow machine and by foot where it was determined that most (8/13) remained 

within close proximity to their tagging locations (within 10km). In attempts to 

locate the remaining 5 fish, flights were made between February, and July 2010. 

Flight summaries are as follows: 

 

• February 24th – 8/13 walleye remained 

within close proximity to tagging 

locations. Remaining 5/13 were found 

significantly downstream, with one as 

far as the mouth on Swan Lake.  

 

• April 11th – Only 1 fish was located. 

This fish, which had not been located 

since January (downstream tagging site), 

was back near its tagging location.   

 

• April 18th – Ice broke up between the 

fist and second flight in April. A total 

of 8 fish were located on this flight. 6 

of these fish were located significantly 

downstream from their last known 

location, with some as far as Swan Lake. 

The remaining 2 fish were moving 

upstream, with one on its way back up 

from the lower reaches of the river, and 

the other moving upstream from its 

tagging location.   

 

• April 27th – 6 fish were located on the 

flight. 2 fish, which had not been 

located since February had moved 

significantly downstream. The remaining 

4 fish were migrating back upstream 

toward their tagging location. 

 

• July 28th – A mid-summer flight donated 

from local pilot Andy Maxwell was deemed 

unsuccessful, as no fish were located. 

 

Figure 3: 2009/2010 Study Area 

Fish # Date Tagged Fork Length Weight Location 

049.153 Oct 14/09 305 340 Golf Course 

049.104 Oct 14/09 317 400 Golf Course 

049.161 Oct 16/09 342 475 Vopni's 

049.134 Sept 21/09 348 475 Gust's 

048.831 Oct 30/09 372 700 Gust's 

049.050 Sept 21/09 380 625 Gust's 

049.114 Sept 21/09 426 1000 Gust's 

048.151 Oct 30/09 432 1050 Gust's 

049.071 Sept 21/09 449 1125 Gust's 

048.561 Oct 30/09 467 1400 Gust's 

049.271 Oct 30/09 462 1700 Gust's 

049.014 Sept 21/09 560 2250 Gust's 

048.211 Oct 30/09 573 2700 Gust's 

Table 1: 2009/2010 Sample Data 
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3.0 Background Information 

Figure 4: Riparian habitat along the upper reaches 

of the Swan River 

Figure 5: 2009/2010 Study: Dauphin Air Services Aircraft 

Results of this study had shown, much like the 1995 study, that there is a 

significant resident walleye population in the Swan River that  exhibits specific 

over-winter residency areas. During seasonal movement no human or natural barriers 

to movement were identified. 60% of the walleye displayed downstream movement 

during the initial spring flush, which was followed by upstream movement. It was 

apparent that spring discharge levels on the Swan River were much higher (6x) in 

2010, than that of the 1995 telemetry study, which may be why a majority moved 

downstream initially. The river is unique as levels, discharge, and available 

habitat are constantly changing which are factors that walleye depend on (Urban & 

Johnson, 2010). No fish were located in the upper reaches of the Swan River during 

the study, where there is believed to be good riffle and spawning habitat (Yake, 

1995). It was summarized that heavy discharge levels may have restricted walleye 

from reaching pristine spawning habitat during this particular year, and that 

further research be executed in order to further understand walleye movement in 

the mid and upper reaches of the Swan River (Figure 4). 

 

Stocking efforts on the Swan River should also be a consideration within the 

telemetry study conclusions as these fish are part f the resident population. 

Historically the Swan River had minimal influence from man as stocking was first 

initiated in 1934 through to 1950 with intermediate stocking of eye walleye eggs 

and fry. This stocking was followed by a one time stocking of 250,000 fry in 1995.  

It wasn’t until 2008 when 

efforts increased from 

Fisheries Branch and 

SVSFE, with fingerling and 

adult walleye stocking. 

Close to 700 fingerlings 

were stocked in 2008, over 

500 adult walleye were 

stocked in various 

locations between 2010 & 

2011 and 100,000 & 600,000 

fry stocked in 2010 & 2012 

respectively.      
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4.0 Methods 

The area of study was the Swan River, located in the Swan River Valley, Manitoba, 

Canada. The drainage area is approximately 4320 square kilometers(Urban and 

Johnson, 2010). Two tagging locations were utilized in this study; the first was 

Gust’s tagging location, and the second located at the Husak’s tagging location 

(near The Golf Course Ford Crossing). Another portion of the study was to 

determine whether walleye are utilizing the recently constructed fishway at the 

Honoway Ford Crossing. The Honoway Fishway is located approximately 13 kilometers 

northeast of Swan River (Figure 7), Gust’s Fishng Hole is located approximately 40 

kilometers northeast of Swan River (Figure 22, 23), while the Golf Course Ford 

Crossing/Husak’s tagging location is located approximately 6 kilometers southwest 

of the Town of Swan River (Figure 6).  

 

 

4.1 Study Area 

Figure 6: Swan River Study Area 1 8 



4.0 Methods 

4.1 Study Area 

Figure 7: Swan River Study Area 2 
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4.0 Methods 
4.2 Study Period 

The study period began in early October 2011 with tagging, and ended in August 

2013 with the last locates. A total of 11 flights transpired over the course of 

the study, the first being on February 11th 2012, and the last being on August 

22nd, 2013. A total of 41 land locates transpired over the course of the study. 

Overall, a total of 52 dates were partially allocated to locating these fish in 

one form or another from October 2011, until August 2013, emphasising on spring 

movements.  

4.3 Data Gathering  

Walleye tracking began on November 8th 2011. Walleye were tracked using an RTS 2000 

Scientific Receiver. All fish tag numbers were pre-programmed prior to tracking. A 

scan rate was set at two or four seconds while tracking to ensure a short rotation 

within a distance. Radio frequency (RF) gain was utilized for precision and 

direction when gaining on a tag location. The hoop antennae indicated direction 

and RF gain was decreased in order to pinpoint a location. Throughout the study, 

two methods of tracking were utilized; flight tracking and land tracking. Tracking 

in the winter was more difficult because colder water temperatures and snow cover 

which restricted frequency signals to 100 meters or less when land tracking. 

Tracking in the open water season produced a stronger signal to within 500 meters 

or less. A total of eleven flights transpired over the course of the study (Figure 

18, 19). These flights, which were primarily completed during the high movement 

times of the spring spawn, covered the entire Swan River from the lower reaches of 

Swan Lake, to the upper reaches into Saskatchewan at an altitude of 400 meters or 

less. Flight dates and correlating locates are verified in the effort chart (Table 

2). A total of 41 land locates transpired over the course of the study (Figure 20, 

21). Most of these methods included locates from roadways, but locates using 

snowmobile and watercraft were used as well. Fortunately, four of the five fish 

had found residency near the town of Swan River, making it easy to locate them 

over the course of the study from various roadways. The other fish (211), however, 

had found residency in a more remote reach of the river, and was not located as 

often because of the time and effort required. Land locates are verified in effort 

chart (Table 3). In total 52 different dates were partially allocated to locating 

these fish in one form or another. Following the last locate in August 2013, fish 

residency and movement maps were created using ARC GIS. Each fish was dedicated 

one map showing notable movement and residency over the full course of the study. 

These maps were decided to show all potential habitat (the entire river system) 

for simplicity and comparative purposes. These maps can be found in the Results 

section of this report.    

Flight Date Fish 211 Fish 291 Fish 597 Fish 607 Fish 625 

Feb 11/2012 X X X X 

April 4/2012 X X X X X 

May 8/2012 X X 

Dec 7/ 2012 X X X 

May 9/2013 X X 

May 15/2013 X X X X X 

May 21/2013 X X X X 

June 1/2013 X 

June 17/2013 X X X 

June 27/2013 X X X 

Aug 22/2013 X X X 

Table 2: Flight Effort Chart (“X” represents successful locate) 
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4.0 Methods 

4.3 Data Gathering  

Table 3: Land Effort Chart (“X” = locate, “-” = No Effort) 
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5.0 Results/Discussion 

5.1 Fish #211 

Table 4: 211 Fish Data 

Figure 8: 211 Locates Map 12 



5.0 Results/Discussion 

5.1 Fish #211 Movement Summary 

Fish 211 was tagged at Gust’s tagging location on October 3, 2011. From this 

point, it became apparent that fish 211 had situated itself in a over-wintering 

residency area approximately 7.5km downstream from Gusts, where it remained in a 

1km stretch of river for a known duration of three months (Feb 11/12 – Apr 4/12). 

Despite multiple flights fish 211 was not located during the spring of 2012. 

Following April 4th, 2012, fish 211 was not located for over a year, when it was 

located May 9th, 2013. On May 9th, 2013 fish 211 was located significantly 

downstream (approximately 23km) from its last known location, and approximately 

31km downstream from its tagging location in the lower reaches of the river. 

Following May 9th, it became apparent that fish 211 was now migrating upstream, as 

it was located May 21st/2013 approximately 16km upstream from its last known 

location. From this point, fish 211 was not located over multiple flights during 

June 2013. Finally, on the last flight (August 22, 2013) fish 211 was located 

significantly upstream (approximately 50km) from its last known location, near the 

town of Swan River. It is interesting to state that on this last known location, 

fish 211 was located within very close proximity to a fishing hole recently 

discovered by an SVSFE technician. Movement patterns are displayed in (Figure 8), 

and fish data is located in (Table 4) 

5.1 Fish #211 Discussion 

In 2012, it became apparent that few conclusions can be made for fish 211 other 

than it is a resident fish with a specific wintering residency. Fish 211 was not 

located during the spring of 2012 suggesting that potential spawning habitat and 

barriers to movement are unknown. During the spring of 2013, fish 211 was located 

on May 9th in the lower reaches of the river near Swan Lake. Correlating this date, 

water temperature and velocity were 10ºC and 1.9m/s respectively at the Honoway 
Fishway (approximately 56km upstream). It is known that river velocities vary from 

area to area because of microclimates and inflowing tributary streams. Regardless, 

on May 9th SVSFE technicians observed large congregations of white sucker and 

walleye in the Honoway Fishway signifying the run was on. It is interesting to 

state that in the 2009/2010 walleye telemetry study 60% displayed downstream 

movement during prime spawning conditions which was followed by upstream movement, 

much like 211 had in 2013. During high water years, like that of 2011, and 2013 

the mouth of the Swan River near Swan Lake transforms into a large flood plain. In 

the Winnebago-Fox-Wolf system of Wisconson, walleye migrate up to 240 km to spawn 

in marsh vegetation flooded by high spring waters (Priegel, 1970). These marshes 

have a relatively continuous water flow which oxygenates incubating eggs (Kerr, 

1997). A similar situation has been documented in Minesing Swamp, Ontario where 

walleye spawn in a swamp comprising of live trees, bushes, emergent grasses, and 

reeds (Minor, 1984). It has been hypothesised that these spring migrations 

downstream are because of 2 potential reasons; irresistible flushing dues to high 

discharge levels and velocities, or that these fish are utilizing these flooded 

areas as spawning grounds. It could also be a combination of the two. Under 

extremely high velocity conditions, walleye may be precluded from reaching 

preferred spawning sites and be forced to spawn in less desirable habitat (Kerr, 

1997).    
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5.0 Results/Discussion 

5.2 Fish #607 Movement Summary 

Table 5: 607 Fish Data 

Figure 9: 607 Fish Data 
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6.0 Results/Discussion 

5.2 Fish #607 Movement Summary 

Fish 607 was tagged at Gust’s tagging location on October 4th, 2011. From this 

point, it became apparent that fish 607 had situated itself in a over-wintering 

residency area approximately 7.5km downstream from Gusts. It is interesting to 

state that this is the same area fish 211 situated itself during the winter of 

2011/2012. As of April 4th, 2012 fish 607 was still located in this residency 

area. The next flight, which transpired on May 8th, 2012 found that fish 607 had 

migrated significantly (approximately 63km) upstream. During this migration, 

fish 607 had overcome the Honoway Ford Crossing, The Town of Swan River, and the 

Golf Course Ford Crossing. Since fish 607 was not located following May 8th, 2012 

it is unknown how much further this fish migrated upstream during the spring of 

2012. It is interesting to state that on the May 8th locate, fish 607 was within 

very close proximity to a tagging location (or fishing hole), used in the 

1994/1995 telemetry study. Fish 607 was not located again until December 7th 

2012, where it had seemed to find a new residency area, as it remained here 

until at least April 26th 2013. This 1km stretch of river was located 

approximately 37km downstream of its last known location, 26 km upstream of last 

winter’s residency area, and 18.5 km upstream from its tagging location (Gusts). 

At some point between April 26th, 2013 and May 9th, 2013 fish 607 had either 

migrated or been “flushed” significantly downstream (approximately 42 km) to an 

area near the mouth of the river. A flight on May 15th, 2013 located fish 607 

near this same location at the mouth of the river. On June 1st fish 607 was 

located at its 2012/2013 wintering area approximately 42km upstream from its 

last known location. A flight on June 17th, 607 was located near its tagging 

location (approximately 18.5km) downstream from its last known location. The 

next flight, which transpired on June 27th found that 607 was moving upstream 

again as it was found near its 2012/2013 residency area (approximately 18.5km) 

upstream from its last known location. On the last flight which transpired on 

August 22nd found 607 in the town of Swan River (approximately 24km) upstream of 

its last known location. Movement patterns are displayed in (Figure 9), and fish 

data is located in (Table 5)       

 

5.2 Fish #607 Discussion 
Fish 607 had shown upstream movement during the spring of 2012, but downstream 

movement during the spring of 2013. In 2012 discharge levels in the Swan River 

were relatively low, while in 2013 discharge levels were very high 

(Wateroffice.gov, 2013). It has been hypothesised that in 2012, fish 607 migrated 

upstream to utilize preferred spawning habitat. As stated earlier, fish 607 had 

overcome two potential barriers to movement in 2012; the Honoway Ford Crossing 

and the Golf Course Ford Crossing. However, with 2012 having lower than average 

discharge levels and velocities is has been hypothesised that these structures 

did not impede movement on this particular year. It is important to state that 

fish 607 was the only fish with definitive locates in the spring of 2012. With 

regards to the spring of 2013, fish 607 showed very similar movements as 211; 

showing movement downstream to the lower reaches of the Swan River near Swan 

Lake. Once again, much like fish 211 it has been hypothesised that these spring 

migrations downstream are because of 3 potential reasons; irresistible flushing 

dues to high discharge levels, that these fish are utilizing these flooded areas 

as spawning grounds, or a combination of the two. Sporadic post-spawn movement 

upstream has been hypothesised as the fish contemplating summer feeding grounds.       
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5.0 Results/Discussion 

5.3 Fish #597 Movement Summary 

Table 6: 597 Fish Data 

Figure 10: 597 Locates Map 
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5.0 Results/Discussion 

5.3 Fish #597 Movement Summary 
Fish 597 was tagged at the Golf Course Ford Crossing (Husak`s) on October 5th, 

2011. Fish 597 remained within a 3km stretch of river through the winter of 

2011/2012 showing minimal movement. On May 8th, 2012 fish 597 was last located for 

the spring of 2012 approximately 4km downstream from its known residency area. 

Following May 8th 2012, fish 597 had not been located, and it was assumed that it 

had migrated upstream to potential spawning grounds. However, this is not 

definitive because no locates were made during the spring of 2012. On October 29th, 

2012 fish 597 suddenly appeared near its residency area a short distance from its 

tagging location. Fish 597 showed minimal winter movement until January 3rd 2013, 

when SVSFE technicians located 597 with the mortality switch activated. The 

mortality switch essentially sends a different signal to the receiver if the tag 

has not experienced movement within 24 hours. Fish 597 was located in this area 

for the remaining duration of the study with the mortality switch activated. 

Assumption is that 597 died or the tagged was removed at some point in January 

2013. Movement patterns are displayed in (Figure 10), and fish data is located in 

(Table 6).     

 

5.3 Fish #597 Discussion 
It becomes apparent that few conclusions can be made for fish 597. It has been 

suggested that walleye migrate from their wintering areas to spawning areas in 

late winter and disperse to summer feeding grounds shortly after spawning often 

using the same route (Meisenheimer, 1988). It has been hypothesised that fish 597 

did just this in 2012, although spawning grounds and summer feeding sites were not 

identified due to unsuccessful locates. Fish 597 reappeared in its 2011/2012 

wintering area for the winter of 2012/2013 suggesting committed residency to this 

area. As suggested earlier, following January 3rd 2013 fish 597 had triggered its 

mortality switch. Regarding (Figure 10) it appears that 597 exhibited slight 

movement between January 3rd and August 22nd, 2013. It has been suggested that this 

movement is shown because of inability to accurately pinpoint fish 597 over this 

period especially during flight locates. It has been hypothesised that fish 597 

died at some point between October 29th, 2012 and January 3rd 2013.    

 

Figure: Tagged Walleye  
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5.0 Results/Discussion 
5.4 Fish #291 

Figure 11: 291 Locates Map 

Table 7: 291 Fish Data 
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5.0 Results/Discussion 

Fish 291 was tagged at the Golf Course Ford Crossing (Husak`s) on October 5th, 

2011. Fish 291 remained in this 1km stretch of river for the winter of 2011/2012. 

It became apparent that between the dates of April 19th, 2012 and May 8th, 2012 

fish 291 left its winter residency area. It has been assumed, similar to fish 597, 

that 291 migrated to upstream spawning grounds during this period, but is not 

definitive because it was not located in this duration. On September 24, 2012 fish 

291 was located near its tagging location/residency area once again, where it 

remained for the winter of 2012/2013. It is interesting to state that this 

residency area is a popular walleye fishing spot in the fall. Fish 291 showed 

minimal movement throughout the winter of 2012/2013 much like it had in the winter 

of 2011/2012. Between the dates of April 29th, and May 2nd 2013, fish 291 had once 

again left its winter residency area near its tagging location. In this duration, 

the water temperature had risen from 1.3ºC (April 29th/2013) to 9ºC(May 2nd/2013). A 
flight transpired on May 9th, 2013 and 291 was not located, much like it had the 

spring of 2012. A flight on May 15th, 2013 located 291 significantly upstream 

(approximately 58 km) from its last known location near the Benito Bridge. A 

flight on June 17, 2013 located fish 291 within close proximity to its last known 

location near the Benito Bridge. Unfortunately, on the last flight on August 

22nd/2013 fish 291 was not located. Movement patterns are displayed in (Figure 11), 

and fish data is located in (Table 7)   

5.4 Fish #291 Movement Summary 

Few conclusions can be made regarding fish 291 in 2012 other than it left its 

wintering ground in between April 19th, and May 8th, 2012 and returned in the fall 

of 2012. Again, it has been suggested that walleye migrate from their wintering 

areas to spawning areas in late winter and disperse to summer feeding grounds 

shortly after spawning, often using the same route (Meisenheimer, 1988). These 

spawning areas and summer feeding grounds for 2012 were not identified due to 

unsuccessful locates. In the spring of 2013, however, fish 291 was located after 

leaving its wintering area and therefore signified different results. On May 15th, 

2013 a flight transpired and fish 291 was located approximately 58 km upstream 

near the Benito Bridge. Many walleye spawning sites are below barriers of some 

sort (Corbett, 1986). These barriers (eg, bridge abutements) are extremely 

important in streams and rivers that have extremely high current as they provide 

deep pools where spawning fish can rest during daylight hours (Cholmondeley, 

1985). A potential hypothesis is that fish 291 could have been utilizing the 

abutments at the Benito Bridge as a staging area (Figure 15). Also, directly 

upstream this bridge the Swan River meanders sharply through steep canyons through 

an area known to have shallow sand and gravel beds that may be utilized by 

spawning walleye. A flight on June 17th located fish 291 yet again within close 

proximity to the Benito Bridge, potentially signifying that is also utilizes this 

area as a summer feeding site. Unfortunately, the last two flights of the study 

(June 27th, and August 22nd, 2013) did not locate fish 291.  

5.4 Fish #291 Discussion 
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5.0 Results/Discussion 

5.5 Fish #625 

Figure 12: 625 Locates Map 

Table 18: 625 Fish Data 
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5.0 Results/Discussion 

5.5 Fish #625 Movement Summary 

Fish 625 was tagged at the Golf Course Ford Crossing (Husak`s) on October 5th, 

2011. Much like 597 and 291, fish 625 remained within a 3km stretch of river, 

showing minimal movement for the winter of 2011/2012 near the Husak`s tagging 

location. It is interesting to state, that all fish tagged at Husaks shared almost 

identical  winter residency throughout the winter of 2011/2012. 625 remained in 

this residency area until at least April 26th, 2012. Following April 26th, 625 was 

not located throughout the spring and summer of 2012. It has been assumed that 

625, much like 291 and 597 migrated to upstream spawning grounds during this 

period, but is not definitive because it was not located in this duration. On a 

flight which transpired on January 3rd, 2013 fish 625 was located approximately 6km 

downstream its tagging location and winter 2011/2012 residency area. This new 

location, which located within the town of Swan River became considered 625’s new 

winter residency area, as it had not moved for the duration of the 2012/2013 

winter. Fish 625 moved from in this location between the dates of April 26th and 

May 3rd, 2013. In this duration, the water temperature had risen from 3ºC (April 
26th/2013) to 9ºC(May 3nd/2013). A flight on May 15th transpired and 625 was located 
significantly upstream (approximately 27 km) from its last known location. A 

flight on May 21st resulted in a “non-definitive” locate approximately 46km further 

upstream from its last known location into the Province of Saskatchewan. This 

locate was ruled out because a very odd sounding beep occurred. A flight on June 

27th, 2013 (625’s final locate) found that 625 had found its way back to its 

residency area near its tagging location at Husak`s. Movement patterns are 

displayed in (Figure 12).    

 

5.5 Fish #625 Discussion 

Fish 625, showed very similar movement as 291. They shared the same residency 

areas near their tagging location (Husak`s) over two winters. They left their 

wintering area at around the same time in 2012 and were not located in the spring 

and summer of 2012. They both reappeared near their wintering areas in the late 

2012. They left their wintering areas in 2013 at the same time. The major 

difference was this on May 15th 2013, 625 was located approximately 27 km upstream 

and 291 was 57 km upstream. Fish 625 was located within close proximity of the 

Vopni Ford Crossing (Figure 16,17). It is interesting to state that 625 had 

potentially found a staging area in the pools below the Vopni Ford Crossing much 

like 291 may have at the Benito Bridge. It could have also meant that this ford 

crossing proved to be a barrier impeding movement, as Fish 625 was slightly 

smaller then Fish 291. Also, the area immediately downstream Vopni’s Ford Crossing 

has been suggested to have potentially viable spawning riffles, suggesting 625 may 

have been spawning there. A flight on June 27th located 625 near its wintering 

location and tagging site, signifying that it may have been using this area as 

summer feeding habitat as well.    
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5.0 Results/Discussion 

5.6 Sources of Error 

Sources of error include circumstances that may have influenced results. 

Unfortunately, with using radio telemetry many sources of error exist. First of 

all, human error is present. Inexperienced trackers or first time locaters are 

prone to confusing interference with locates. For example, on May 25th fish 625 

had been located in the upper reaches of the river into Saskatchewan. After 

discussion with other experienced trackers the consensus was to nullify the 

locate as it was most likely interference. At this point it becomes the 

responsibility of the locator and technicians to nullify or accept results. 

Inexperienced locators  may also not be able to differentiate between morality 

and non-mortality signals. Throughout this study many different volunteers helped 

SVSFE technicians with locating these fish because of time conflicts or 

alternative commitments. On the contrary, experienced locators may be bias in 

locates as they are aware of where fish geographically “should be”. This may 

cause bias results. In the spring of 2012, only one fish was located. This may be 

because spawning fish may have migrated far upstream into inflowing tributaries 

on this particular year, into areas that were not scanned. Technological error is 

also present. Triangulation as an approach can be time consuming and may 

introduce substantial error with respect to location accuracy (Stasko, 1997). 

This would be apparent with regards to fish 597, who was deemed dead even though 

slight movement was noticeable throughout 2013. This simply occurred because 

triangulation isn’t precisely accurate (especially from the air). As apparent in 

the effort charts, many “no-locates” were present over the course of the study. 

As walleye are extremely sensitive to light, cover (aquatic vegetation, trees, 

logs, and boulders) are important from the perspective of providing shade (Kerr, 

1997). Fish in covered areas may have resulted in “no-locates”.  

 

Another large source of error is one that could be referred to as the “duty 

cycle” feature. Essentially, to save battery life, telemetry tags are only “on” 

(and therefore locatable) for 12 hours a day (7am to 7pm); this is called the 

duty cycle. The mortality switch is a ball-switch that triggers “non-mortality” 

when fish movement occurs. The potential error is that  the duty cycle overrides 

the mortality cycle, meaning that fish if a fish moves during the “off” period, 

and remained dormant in the “on” cycle, locators would have no reason to believe 

the fish moved at all. It is important to state that this could have been the 

case with fish 597, although unlikely.  

 

Another potential source of error would be that walleye may have moved 

significantly from their wintering sites in between locates. This is believed to 

be possible, as anglers note there is usually a “mid-winter run” that usually 

occurs in the first three weeks of December. Annually, this is a popular fishing 

time among resident walleye anglers. It is interesting to state that in 2014, 

this “mid-winter run” run occurred mid-January as opposed to mid-December. 

Although this would have been very interesting to document, no significant 

results were identified, which could also indicate that the mid winter run are 

non resident walleye. Overall, there are potentially many different factors that 

could have influenced results, but SVSFE technicians, being aware of this 

potential, did their best to avoid them over the course of this study. 
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6.0 Conclusion 

This particular walleye telemetry study was the first on the Swan River that 

occurred over a two year duration. This resulted in much more significant results 

than the two previous (one-year) walleye telemetry studies (1994/1995 and 

2009/2010) because of its duration. Results suggest all tagged walleye are 

resident fish as they all remained within the river system during the sampling 

period. This particular study was initiated for four primary reasons. Results are 

as follows: 

 

  

 

 

 

6.1 Walleye Movement & Habitat Requirements 

One reason this study was initiated was to further understand walleye movement 

and habitat requirements in this particular ecosystem. It has been concluded that 

walleye in the Swan River tend to overwinter in specific residency areas as 

expected. The two fish tagged at Gust’s utilized the same overwintering area, and 

the three walleye tagged at Husak’s utilized the same over-wintering area (in a 

relative sense). Walleye utilize pools as overwintering habitat (Paragamian, 

1989). In the Little Missouri River, the presence of overwintering walleye was 

correlated with measures of pool dimension, moderate turbidity, sand substrate, 

and instream cover (Guezevich, 1993). Although habitat assessments have not been 

fully carried out in these two over-wintering areas, they are known to be deep 

with sandy substrate. With regards to the spawn, it became evident that fish 

tagged at Husak’s tended to move upstream to the upper reaches during spawning 

conditions, whereas fish tagged at Gust’s tended to move far downstream to the 

lower reaches during spawning conditions. It is important to state that this was 

also the case during the 2009/2010 study regarding fish tagged at Gust`s. Perhaps 

velocities in the mid-upper reaches (Husak`s) facilitated upstream movement 

whereas velocities in the lower reaches (Gust`s) were too high to facilitate 

upstream movement. Velocities exceeding 2 m/s may be avoided by spawning walleye 

(Cholmondeley, 1985). Unfortunately velocities were not measured in the lower 

reaches of the river over the course of the study. Regardless, it has been 

hypothesised that when conditions are favorable walleye spawn in the upper 

reaches of the Swan River, while during heavy discharge springs walleye tend to 

spawn in the flooded areas near the mouth of the river. Generally, after the 

spawning period, the walleye tended to migrate towards their wintering areas 

using the same route as expected. The reality is that the Swan River is a very 

dynamic system and to fully understand it requires significant time and 

commitment. Discharge/velocity rates vary significantly from year to year, which 

are important factors influencing movement. Also, it is believed that with 

distance downstream, discharge and velocity increases with the presence of 

inflowing tributaries. This may be the reason why different results occurred 

regarding walleye movement in different reaches of the river. It has been 

concluded that the Swan River provides viable spawning, forage, and overwintering 

habitat for its resident walleye population.  
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6.0 Conclusions 

The second reason this study was initiated was to identify if (tagged) walleye 

utilized the recently constructed Honoway Fishway. The Honoway Fishway was 

constructed at the Honoway Ford-Crossing in 2010/2011 because the Honoway Ford 

Crossing was considered to be a barrier impeding on upstream movement during 

critical periods (Figure 13). Full spring monitoring took place at the Honoway 

Fishway in 2012 and 2013 – See Part 2. On May 8th, 2012 one fish (fish 607) was 

located significantly (approximately 63km) upstream from its overwintering area. 

In this migration, it became apparent that this fish left its wintering area 

(downstream Gust`s) and had overcome the Honoway Ford Crossing, The Town of Swan 

River, and the Golf Course Ford Crossing. In 2012, the Honoway Fishway was 

monitored by SVSFE technicians. On this particular year, the Swan River had very 

low discharge rates characterized by a winter of little snowfall. Because of 

this, the Honoway Fishway became “dry” on the date of April 27th, 2012. It is 

important to state that this date was characterized by prime spawning 

temperatures (9ºC). For this reason, minimal fish utilization of the Honoway 

Fishway was observed during the spring of 2012. It was suggested that during the 

spring of 2012 fish 607 was able to surpass the Honoway Ford Crossing because of 

low velocities associated with low discharge levels. During the spring of 2013 

full spring monitoring took place at the Honoway Fishway. Unfortunately, no 

tagged fish had shown utilization of the Honoway Fishway in 2013. However, with 

human interference, multiple species of fish had shown full utilization and 

passage of the Honoway fishway, along with evidence of one walleye – See Part 2.  

 

6.3 Honoway Fishway Utilization 

Figure 13: Honoway Fishway From Air 
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6.0 Conclusions 

6.2 Golf Course Ford Crossing Utilization 

The third portion of this study was to determine if tagged walleye were able to 

surpass the Golf Course Ford Crossing, as it had been determined a potential 

barrier impeding on fish movement during critical periods (Figure 14). In 2012 

Swan Lake Conservation District acquired approval from FEF to construct a baffled 

fishway at the Golf Course Ford Crossing. Construction is expected to begin in 

the winter of 2014. Over the course of the telemetry study, a total of three 

tagged walleye indicated passage of this “barrier” without problem. The first, 

which was fish 607 had indicated passage during the spring of 2012 without 

problem. It is important to state that 2012 was a year of low discharge/velocity. 

The other two, fish 291 and 625, had indicated passage in the spring of 2013, a 

year considered to be a high discharge year. Because fish 291 and 625 had found 

residency a short distance downstream from this barrier, it became easy to 

pinpoint when passage occurred. Regarding 291 and 625, SVSFE technicians had 

determined that they had surpassed the Ford Crossing between the dates of April 

29th, and May 2nd. No velocity measurement were taken over this period. However, it 

was observed that water levels had dropped significantly on April 30th, and 

remained this way until May 2nd when water levels began to rise again. It is 

believed the movement occurred over this low water duration. Velocities were 

assumed to be around 1 m/s over this period regarding correlating velocity data 

with the Honoway Fishway – See Part 2. On May 14th SVSFE technicians observed a 

white sucker migrating through the ford. On this particular day, the water 

velocity was 1.88m/s, and the fish was observed passing near the flooded riparian 

area of the river. Over the course of this study, it was determined that walleye 

along with other species are capable of passage through this barrier. Once again, 

the Swan River is a dynamic system and passage may only be possible during 

specific conditions (annually or daily). Due to the fact that no fishway is 

successful at passing all migrant fish, the construction of a fishway should be 

considered a less preferred option (Kerr, 1997).  

 

Figure 14: Golf Course Ford Crossing (May 16th, 2013) 25 



6.0 Conclusions 
6.4 Angling 

The fourth component of this study was to further understand walleye residency, 

and therefore potential angling success within the Swan River. Recreational 

fishing along the Swan River has diminished over the years with many stories of 

“WE USED TO catch...” (Urban & Johnson, 2010). Most recent success is noted to be 

in the downstream reaches of the Swan River, while other areas are underutilized 

for angling (Urban & Johnson, 2010). It has been suggested that although angling 

opportunities are perceived as poor, recreational pressure is also considerably 

low in comparison to other walleye fisheries in the area. With regards to this 

particular study, it has been determined that there is a significant resident 

walleye population in the Swan River. It has also determined some potential 

fishing spots, including winter residency areas, along with summer and fall 

forage areas. These potential fishing holes will be communicated to anglers upon 

request. Past aging studies conducted by SVSFE have signified that walleye in the 

Swan River grow considerably faster than walleye in surrounding lakes. This 

knowledge, along with potentially high recruitment signifies that walleye in the 

Swan River reach “eater size” quicker, which is a promising fact. The matter of 

fact is that the Swan River isn`t an easy fishery to catch walleye. The most 

popular times of year include, “the mid-winter run”, and in the fall right before 

freeze-up. Communication with resident walleye anglers suggested that “the mid-

winter run” was a success in January 2014, with multiple stories of anglers 

catching their limits. Similar stories surfaced in mid-summer 2013. A group of 

friends did exceptionally well in a fishing hole located beneath the 4th Avenue 

bridge, right in Swan River! In their haul they caught a 31.5” weighing in a just 

under 20lbs (Figure 26). With regards to the fall of 2013, similar stories 

surfaced. SVSFE technician, Brock Koutecky did particularly well casting upstream 

from the Golf Course Ford Crossing in late September 2013. Also, in the fall of 

2013, SVSFE technicians developed a very strong relationship with a non-resident 

angler named Sean Purdy on Facebook. Sean had contacted us initially looking for 

some information, and not long after he was sharing his pictures and multiple 

stories regarding his fishing experience on the Swan River. Some quotes included 

“never in my 18 years of fishing have I had a better time or met people than in 

Swan River”,“on that rainy day at the ford crossing became the best day of 

fishing I have EVER had, Hands down”, and “the overwhelming feeling of pride, and 

success, shear luck blended with old school bartering, gracious people, great 

fishing, good weather, family and friends, is solely the product, for me anyways, 

of the Swan River 2013” (Figure 27-30). In summary, it is believed that the Swan 

River is a strong walleye fishery although relevant data, including population 

estimates and recruitment success is a large unknown. 
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7.0 Recommendations 

First of all, it terms of Walleye residency and spawning habitat, a great deal is 

now understood. However, these are only hypothesises and require further 

monitoring to increase confidence. It is not suggested to commit to another 

telemetry study in the near future, as results will most likely mirror past 

results, not to mention the time and money required to follow through with such 

studies. However, if another telemetry study was to be attempted, the following 

criteria should apply: 

 

• Increased sample size - to increase the amount of successful locates 

• Sample size of multiple age classes – to understand movement of different sizes  

and age classes. 

• Samples taken from multiple locations – to understand movement in the different            

sub-populations in different reaches of the Swan River and Swan Lake. 

• Full Commitment: If a fish is presumed to be spawning; physically going to that 

location, and pinpointing location could result in more significant results. 

Safety always needs to be factored into this commitment as spring water 

conditions on the river can vary.   

• Different Technology - Alternative tracking technology may result in discovering 

alternative methods that require less effort and time to produce successful 

locates. For example, Remote Unattended Stations, Coded Fish Tracking, Satellite 

Telemetry using Platform Terminal Transmitters (PTT) (not available for fish at 

this time), which do not require manual tracking. Locations of the sample are 

wirelessly sent to the researchers computer of mobile device. These alternatives 

are more expensive and require setup of data logging stations, which would be 

complex along the Swan River, but worth investigating. 

7.1 Habitat and Ecological Understanding 

7.2 Honoway Fishway Monitoring 
At this point in time, the Honoway Fishway still requires tweaking in order to 

become a self-regulating system that facilitates migrating fish. See Part 1 for 

details.  

 

 7.3 Golf Course Ford Crossing Monitoring 
Following the completion of the Golf Course Ford Crossings baffled fish ladder, 

monitoring should be fulfilled in order to determine the success of fish 

utilization. 

 

 7.4 Angling Success 

Successful angling in the Swan River appears to be on the rise. Due to the various 

efforts tackled in recent years to enhance the walleye population of the Swan 

River (fry & adult walleye stocking & fishway construction), it is uncertain if 

the combination or individual efforts have contributed to this increase. Many 

variables are unknown regarding the system including harvest rates, population 

estimates and recruitment success. Although this would be a very challenging 

system to assess, it may be worth consideration to properly manage this complex 

fishery for future years. As walleye fishing continues to flourish in the Swan 

River so should the monitoring efforts to ensure a sustainable fishery for 

everyone.    
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9.0 Appendix 

Figure 15: Beneath Benito Bridge Abutments 

Figure 16: Vopni`s Ford 1 Figure 17: Vopni`s Ford 2 
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9.0 Appendix 

Figure 18: Aerial Locating 1 

Figure 19: Aerial Locating 2 
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9.0 Appendix 

Figure 20: land Locating 1 

Figure 14: land Locating 2 

Figure 21: land Locating 2 
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9.0 Appendix 

Figure 23: Gust`s in Fall 2011 

Figure 22: Gust`s in Fall 2009  
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9.0 Appendix 

Figure 25: Releasing Tagged Fish 

Figure 24: Antennae 
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Figure 26: Walleye Caught below 4th Avenue Bridge 

(June, 2013) Photo Courtesy of Derrick Piwish.   

9.0 Appendix 

“My stepdad 

caught it right 

in town this 

summer. 31.5 

inches. She was 

huge... Almost 

20 lbs” 

- Derrick Piwish 

Figure 27: Walleye caught at Golf Course Ford 

Crossing Oct 4, 2013. Photo Courtesy of Sean Purdy 

“This girl 

stretched to 25”... 

She was caught last 

night in the river 

and made 3 of us 

very happy that 

night” 

- Sean Purdy 
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Figure 28: Swan River Walleye 

9.0 Appendix 

Photos Courtesy of Sean Purdy 

Figure 29: Swan River Walleye 2 

Figure 30: Swan River Walleye 3 

“Just egg yolk to 

dip the fish in, 

flour with crushed 

up sour cream and 

onion chips, yes 

that`s the 

secret!!!” 

- Sean Purdy 

“That day I caught 9 

pickerel, Ben Landed 3 

and we lost lots more 

lol. The 3 I kept I 

brought them to my 

Grandmothers. That 

thanksgiving, we didn`t 

have turkey, we had a 

fish fry!!” 

- Sean Purdy 

“Oh Hey check this out, 

this is another picture 

from the very first time 

I caught by the Golf 

Course (left)” 

- Sean Purdy 
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